Flexible spectral imaging color enhancement plus probe-based confocal laser endomicroscopy for gastric intestinal metaplasia detection.
Probe-based confocal laser endomicroscope (pCLE) has been applied for the early detection and confirmation of many gastrointestinal neoplasms; however, its use in gastric intestinal metaplasia (GIM) detection has not yet been validated. The objective of this study was to assess the diagnostic yield of magnifying flexible spectral imaging color enhancement (ME-FICE) plus pCLE for GIM detection. Sixty patients with previous histology confirmed as GIM underwent a surveillance EGD. Standard and 100× ME-FICE were used as a screening mode to depict GIM by light-blue crest, large long crest, and villous pattern criteria. Then, pCLE was followed to confirm the presence of GIM. In each patient, two biopsies were obtained from one positive area, and the other two were taken from the negative area. All specimens were interpreted by a clinically blinded pathologist. The reading results by ME-FICE and by ME-FICE plus pCLE were assessed for sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value (NPV), false-positive rate, false-negative rate, and accuracy. Of the 59 areas suspicious for GIM in 45 patients, 44 areas were confirmed as GIM by histology. The overall criteria from ME-FICE plus pCLE provided the highest sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, NPV, and accuracy at 96%, 90%, 86%, 97%, and 92%, respectively. There were two false-negatives (4%) and seven false-positives (10%). No early gastric cancer was detected in any. Combining ME-FICE with pCLE provides high sensitivity and NPV for GIM detection. The prompt histology reading by this technique may avoid unnecessary biopsy (Clinical trial registration number: NCT01489397).